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GENERALISED COORDINATES.
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If we now substitute for d£t dy, d£ their values in Cartesian coordinates and divide by the product dxdydz, this becomes
,
If we substitute the polar values' of d£, dy, d£ and divide by r^dr sin B dd d<j> we
find
If we substitute the cylindrical values we have
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Poisson's equation in oblique Cartesian coordinates takes the following form. Let a, /5, y be the *i'7w* of the angles between the .axes ; A, B7 G the angles between the coordinate planes, then
where
D = a/3 sin C=/3y sin A = ya sin B.
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1O9.    Orthogonal and elliptic coordinates.    Let  the  equations  of three
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-"*   -''   surfaces which intersect at right angles be
(1),
where a, /3, y are three parameters whose values determine which surface of each system is taken. These parameters may "be regarded as the coordinates of the point P of intersection of the three surfaces.
Let P£, P??, P^be normals to the surfaces a, £, y at the point P of intersection. Let the direction cosines of these normals be (\ /^ ^), (\2 ^ z/o), (\3 ,u3 v3).    We
therefore have \l=~, Ja1 = ~, f! = ?-3;   V = ax2 + a/ + a22 where  suffixes  denote
partial differential coefficients.
Let PQ = d% be an element of the normal P£ and let (xyz), (x + dx, &c.) be the coordinates of the extremities of d£.    Then da     I
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The right-hand side represents the sum of the projections of dx, dy, dz on the normal and this is d£.    Hence
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The general equation of flux for the orthogonal element dj-dydfis by Art. 108
Substitute the values of d%, drj, dfr and we find after division by dadpdy
_
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The quantities 7ix ^.» /;3 are given by
and are supposed to be expressed in terms of the orthogonal coordinates a/3y, the Cartesian coordinates xyz being eliminated by using the equations of the orthogonal surfaces. This equation is sometimes called Louie' $n transformation of Poisson's equation.                                                        """
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